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Cheering on our Basketball learns Since 1920

Kennedy Cuomo Motivates Longwood
GEORGE LANUM
Staff Advisor
Kerry Kennedy Cuomo,
daughter of Robert F. Kennedy,
daughter-in-law of former New
York City mayor Mario Cuomo,
and famed human rights activist,
presented "Making a Difference
in an Indifferent World," in
Jarman auditorium on January 22.
Kennedy Cuomo has
brought her power and integrity
to print in her newly published
book Speak Truth to Power, which
focuses on S1 human rights advocates and Nobel Prize winners.
She feels that this book will inspire Americans to help right the
world's wrongs through example.
"This is much more of a
spiritual journey about the best
humanity has to offer," remarked
Kennedy Cuomo in regards to her
book.
Over a period of two years,
she has traveled to 40 countries
to interview Nobel Prize winners,
including Desmond Tutu and the

Dalai Lama.
Kennedy Cuomo interviewed a variety of people for her
book, many of whom are lesser
known, but very highly regarded
in terms of their accomplishments.
Bobby Muller, a veteran
paralyzed in the Vietnam War,

who founded the Vietnam Veterans of America Foundation, remarked, "I was impressed with
her ability to penetrate and get directly to me."
On her celebrity status.

Kennedy Cuomo acknowledges
that being a celebrity helps open
doors. But, she says, for the right
cause she will happily trade on
what she calls "my fancy last
name."
In regards to her human
rights work, she said, "you can't
live in the past and say, 'if only,'
you have to pick up and move
along and make the world better."
Kennedy Cuomo has spent
the last 20 years in the field of
human rights. Working first for
Amnesty International and later
establishing the RFK Center for
Human Rights, she has worked to
make the world a better place.
Her interest in human rights
began at Brown University. She
participated in a summer internship with Amnesty International
and examined cases involving
abuses of Salvadoran refugees at
the hands of U.S. immigration
officials. "I was shocked and outraged, and determined to make a
difference."
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Money Matters!!
Now is the time to be applying for 2001-2002 financial
aid. To be considered for financial aid you must complete the
2001-2002 Free Application for
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA).
if you are currently receiving aid, you may use the Renewal
FAFSA. You
should have already received
the Renewal
FAFSA from
the U.S. Department of Education. If you have
not received
one,
the
regular
FAFSA thavailabl
je Financial Aid Office, Lancaster 150.
PM
also complete the
FAFSA/J
PAFSA via the
internet at </ KW.fafsa.ed.gov Be
sure to include Longwood College, cod* mmbar 068719, as one

of the schools to receive your application data.
Longwood will receive
your data electronically and will
then be able to calculate your financial aid eligibility
The priority filing date
(mailed/submitted to the federal
processor)
is
March 1, 2001.
Remember, grant
funds are limited
and expended
quickly File on
time to ensure full
consideration.
Also
please remember
that
Summer
2001 aid eligioil
ity will be calculated from the
2001-2002 FAFSA results.
if you have any qunipwm
about the application form or process, please contact the Financial
Aid Office.

|New Direction For Mable's Protege Promoted
Honors Program
STEPHANIE RIGGSBY
Ads/General Manager
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Dean Tim Pierson, the current Dean of Students, has been
named the official replacement in
the office of Vice President of
Academic Affairs, currently being
held by Phyllis Mable.
Mable will be rearing at the
end of this semester. Pierson has
been working with students since
1975 and has been working at
Longwood since the fall of 1992.
Pierson has stated that he is "ready
for the challenge."
Dean Pierson is very excited about "continuing with what
[ I ] know and care about" concerning Longwood College.
The commitment to students for him is "first and foremost " When he comes into office
in the fall of 2001 he will begin
working on reorganization in Student Affairs. For example Student
Leaders, Greek Affairs, Commuter Students and Student Activities under the Student Union
and hopes to organize all of these

aspects into teams.
He envisions that if a student walks into the Student Union
and does not know where to go,
that any office located in that
building will know where to send
them and how to help them.
He also stated that the mission of Citizen Leadership will
not change. He anticipates a sort
of Speaker's Series in which public speakers could talk with students about their college experiences and share their experiences
outside of the classroom as well.
Phyllis Mable is quoted as
saying that "Dean Pierson gives
his time and talent to our
Longwood students with his will
and way: service, stewardship,
and spirit. He cares about educating the whole student and challenges and supports each student
with a focus on knowledge, talents, soul and character."
Dean Pierson stated that he
has learned "a lot from Phyllis
[Mable]."
Dr. Cormier also stated that
"I think Tim Pierson is the per-

fect person for this job. After all,
his mentor for the past eight years
has been Phyllis Mable and it
doesn't get any better than that.
"Along with his existing
duties as Dean of Students, Dr.
Pierson will be promoted to Vice
President effective June 1.
"His new title will be Vice
President and Dean of Student
Affairs and he will serve on my
executive staff as a member of the
Executive Management Team.
"Over the years, Tim has
earned the respect of our faculty,
staff, and most important, our students.
"I congratulate him on this
well deserved promotion."

EDITORIAL
Temptation Island may be the Devil's Work, but it's so Good
The first time I saw an adver
tisement for Temptation Island I
remember thinking. How could
they do this to these four couples?
Who thinks it is a good idea to
try and break up these couples?
Who would want to go through
such an experience? Are ratings
really more important than relationships in our twisted society?
And, of course, WHEN IS
THE FIRST EPISODE AIRING?
Now, I would like to say that
I watch this demeaning show for
the hot guys and the cool scenery, but really, that's a crock.
I watch it because I want to
know how these couples are going to fare during the two weeks
that they are there.
This is one of the worst
shows, when it comes to morality, that could ever have been created. The entire premise is just to
see how much stress these relationships can be put under before
they crack.
It makes me wonder what is

happening with the moral rectitude of our society that this television show even got a green
light.
Then again, it is on the Fox
network, so maybe that explains
something.
As much as I know that this
is an evil show, and how evil I am
for watching it, I can't help it
I'm hooked on Temptation
Island.
I argue with my friends about
which couples are going to stay
together and whether Mandy or
Ytossie is the bigger bitch.
Most of all, I laugh in the
faces of people who think this
show should be taken off the air
as soon as possible.
This is not just a television
show, folks. It's an addiction.
Every Wednesday at 9:00
p.m. I tune in with a soda and a
bag of popcorn, and I watch it
with my boyfriend.
Which, by the way everybody, is a bad idea. Watch it with
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your friends, with your family, but
not with your significant other.
Way too much eye candy.
But I digress.
I have never been a big television watcher, but I find myself
planning my Wednesday nights
around this phenomenon of
beauty, deceit, lies, and heartache.
And it makes me feel bad, for
a little while anyway.
I usually don't start to feel the
guilt creep in till Friday, but by
the next Wednesday morning, I'm
looking forward to it all over
again.
Sadly, too, I've never been a
fan of soap operas, but that is exactly what this is.
A real soap opera with real
people, but just as much implausibility.
So, yeah, I think that Temptation Island had to have been
sent to the producers by way of a
neighbor's dog who was possessed by the soul of Satan.
But I don't care.
I will watch anyway, and so
will massive amounts of the rest
of you out there.
Don't be ashamed about it,
though, and don't knock it if
you've never seen it.
As another digression, if you
have seen it and you really didn't
like it, then please keep your
damned opinions to yourself and
let people like me just enjoy wallowing in the scum of humanity.
It's fun.
Then again, so are most of the
other sins that the Bible says we
should at least try to avoid, so
what does that say about the
people who watch?
Kim Urann
Editor-in-Chief
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Respect for All Religions
not the first
Multicultural Affairs and the kah display. 1
variety of multicultural student time that a Hanukkah display has
organizations work hard around been mishandled. Two years ago,
campus to bring awareness to the a menorab -belonging to
student body about the different Multicultural Affairs was stolen.
Instead of crying out "Hate
cultures.
Part of the cultures are the Crime," I prefer to look at it as a
celebrations that are observed disrespectful act. To respect
around the world. During the win- someone's cultural means that
ter season, when Christinas seems one should be willing to learn and
to be the dominant holiday, other to leave the symbols associated
cultures celebrate Hanukkah, with that culture alone.
Kwanza, Ramadan and Id-al-Fitr.
Should the guilty party of eiStudent Organizations, such ther or both acts come forward
as the Jewish Student Organiza- and return the dreidle and
tion, work together with menorah, no charges will be
Multicultural Affairs to help pro- pressed against them. Just return
vide a fair representation of their the items to Multicultural Affairs.
particular holiday.
Last semester, someone stole
Katrina Stevens
a dreidle that was in the Hanuk-

DZ's Daffodil Days
Want to send flowers to some
one special and fight cancer at the
same time?
Delta Zeta Sorority is sponsoring the American Cancer
Society's Daffodil Days and we
want you to bea part of it as well.
The American Cancer Society is the nationwide communitybased voluntary health organization dedicated to eliminating cancer as a major health problem.
Daffodils were selected for
this event because this flower represents the symbol of hope, in
much the same way the American Cancer Society does.
Delta Zeta Sorority will be at
the dining hall February 6-8 from
11 -2 and 5-7. In addition, we will
also be there February 13-15 during these same times taking orders.
You can choose from bunches

of fresh cut daffodils (10 for $6)
or potted bulbs (3-4 per pot for
$8.50). All orders must be received by Wednesday, February
21.
Payment needs to be made
upon ordering. Please make
checks payable to the American
Cancer Society. All proceeds support research and local services
You do not even have to
worry about picking up your orders because a Delta Zeta will be
delivering them to you or the person to which you would like them
delivered!
For further ordering information on Daffodil Days, please contact Devon Obenaoer..
Any support you could give
would be greatly appreciated!
Devon K. Obenauer, X3083
dkobenau@longwood.lwc.edu

Judicial Board Sanctioned Letter
about Alcohol and its Effects
Dear Student Body,
I am a sophomore student
athlete at Longwood College who
is going to tell my story of how
underage drinking drastically affected my life. I am not going to
talk about statistics or tell you
what to do with your life.
I am going to tell how underage drinking affected me personally, and how it will effect your
life if you continue underage alcohol use.
I am a student athlete with a
bright future who nearly lost everything due to the underage consumption of alcohol.

I was nearly suspended for a fact that every time I apply for a
semester from classes, and from job the company will see my tranthe soccer team permanently.
script, showing each incident with
Academics and athletics are which I have been involved.
both very important to me, and I
The point that I am trying to
have worked very hard to get make is that underage drinking is
where I am today.
just not worth it It could have cost
One more incident with alco- me everything that is important to
hol and I will lose everything for me.
which I have worked so hard. I
I want everyone to know that
have put myself in a hole, out of underage drinking is much more
which it will be rather difficult to serious than most people realize.
climb.
I also hope that some people can
If I find myself in trouble for learn from my mistakes before
anything in the future, I will cer- they make the same mistakes that
tainly be suspended.
I did.
I also have to deal with the
Anonymous

OPINION
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CAUTION
Hie flctwist Zone
"If jwVe not mad, jmiVe not paying atte/itkNif'
"77ie Activist" is your outlet for battling social injustice and things that suck. This is your
chance to do something about societal evils, instead of just whining about them So speak up
and act up. Because if you 're not mad, you 're not paying attention. E-mail activist ideas to
rotunda@longwoodhvc.edu.

Former Coke-Head Snorts at Constitution
DANIELLE PEZOLD
Staff Writer
I am not usually the kind of
person to fear for democracy as
we know it.
After President George W.
Bush's first day in office, I have
begun to doubt the possibility of
continuing this belief.
While I did not vote for
Bush, I am planning to pay my
taxes come April 15, as I do feel
that I cast my vote in one of the
remaining 49 states of democracy.
Pulling that lever meant
something. At least for now.
On Monday January 22,
2001 President Bush presided
over the Oval Office for the first
time.
Now I know it can be a
tricky job and I certainly wouldn't
want to ask more of our President
than he is capable of handling, but
I want a do-over.
Or. I NEVER thought I'd
hear myself say this, just give us

back Bill.
I know Saturday Night Live
was beginning to run low on material on him, but hey, at least we
weren't watching it around those
annoying censorship bleeps in the
name of national security.
January 22 upset me mostly
because of the symbolic quality
of President Bush's actions.
He revoked funding for any
international group that provides
abortion counseling to women.
He just happened to do this on the
28th anniversary of Roe v. Wade.
The message Bush sent was very
clear.
As governor of Texas he
has done more for anti-choice legislation that any governor in history. I am desperately afraid of
what Monday says about his intentions.
He promised not to fill the
Supreme Court with justices
whose sole intent was to overturn
Roe v. Wade. I'm not so sure anyone should have believed him.

Upon the nomination of
Gail Norton for Secretary of the
Department of the Interior, the
chairman of Earth First, a self proclaimed earth advocacy group,
said, "This is the end of environmentalism as we know it."
I believe he could have very
well been speaking of democracy.
The Activist Zone is a place
for a call to action. I do not have
a specific one to make. I ask you
merely to keep your eyes and ears
open and to not sit by and allow
things to get out of control.
If Bush begins initiatives
that have you up in arms, say, the
Faith Based Charity initiative for
example, do something.
If you firmly believe that
the whole separation of church
and state thing is there for a reason, write your representative and
make sure the members of congress know the American people
are watching and listening. Let
them know that we will not stand
for our rights to be trampled.

Bits from Brains and Brawn
Dear BAB,
I am interested in pledging
a sorority this semester. The problem is that my non-Greek friends
feel this is a mistake and I've noticed a change in our relationships. What should I do?
-Between Friends
Brains says:

The decision to "go Greek"
is a very personal one and can be
controversial. I personally do not
choose to pledge a sorority because I don't want to limit myself to one group of people.
I'm a non-Greek student
living in Stubbs. There, I have
been exposed to Greek life. While

many of the girls are very nice, I
have found some stereotypes to
be true. But back to your problem.
Evaluate the importance of
your friendships to you. If you do
decide to pledge, you'll have to
make an extra effort to keep your
old friendships alive.
Brawn says:

I am in a fraternity so I can
give you some insider's information.
While it is possible to keep
your old friendships intact, it is
much more difficult The fact is
that Greeks hang-out with Greeks
as a matter of convenience and

proximity.
The friendships made
within the Greek society are very
special, but the composition of the
organization can change faster
than Dining Hall food runs
through the intestines.
•Lengwood studentsThis will bt a weekly column, composed by students to
gi*t Mir peers the advise they
need to hem, though it may met
necessarily be the advise they
meed. Neither the writers nor the
Rotunda accept responsibility for
advise followed or ignored.
Mease e-mail your euestions to
brainsbrawn 9hoimaiLcom.
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Verbal Diarrhea

ROYAYRES
Staff Writer
Hello gang and welcome to
another edition of Verbal Diarrhea, r m glad to see the semester's
going fairly well for everyone and
I hope everyone had a nice Christmas Break.
Speaking of Christmas, I
don't know about all of yours but
mine wasn't as great as I'd thought
it would be.
First of all it didn't snow, as
it appeared it was going to all
through December.
Second of all, my family
and I didn't really go anywhere
except to my maternal grandparents' house to eat.
But to be honest, none of
those bothered me as much as the
thing that has been bothering me
ever since I was 10 years old: I
was not visited by Santa Claus!
I've never been the same
since I found out that Santa didn't
exist and that it was my parents
who gave me all those wonderful
toys.
Don't get me wrong, I love
my parents and appreciate their
sacrifice and devotion, but I really wanted to believe that it was
Santa who gave me those gifts. In
fact I still do.
Don't worry, I'm not so
emotionally distraught that I have
a book in the works. However,
there are several things I've always wondered about Santa
Claus.
Suppose, for a moment,
that he in fact was real. It was al-

ways a mystery to me how he,
just one man, was able to deliver
presents to every child in the
world, assuming their religious
convictions didn't prevent this.
Personally, I think Santa
had a matter transporter like in
Star Trek and he could beam
things down from his sleigh at
will.
Perhaps he didn't even
have a sleigh; he simply had an
industrial transporter at the North
Pole that he used to transport all
the presents to all the houses.
Perhaps, but I think the
"sleigh" was really a spaceship
orbiting Earth and was populated
by an alien named Chris of
Cringle who subjugated thousands of diminutive, pointyeared bovinoid creatures who
were forced to make presents in
order to eat.
Then we simply eradicated
Chris of Cringle and his
slaveship sometime during the
Cold War, payback for the foulup of the Apollo 13 mission that
could have led to colonies off of
Earth and Humanity's gradual
dominance of the Milky Way gal-

«y-.

Then again, maybe it was
all a big magic trick. Any case,
it's all hogwash.
My parents got the presents, ate the cookies, drank the
milk, and that was the scam.
Ah, the destruction of a
beautiful and innocent fantasy.
Excuse me while I go cry.

$ TOaodJ)R0®$
PROPS:
+ To the High Street Bar finally opening!
■ To the entertaining shameless hotties on "Temp
tation Island"
|+ To the Baltimore Ravens Defense, Super Bowl
XXXV Champions
f To non-curricular programs by LWC
DROPS:
■ To Campos Police for not ticketing townies who
park in on-cam pus spots
[• To the Creamery, simply for its name
■ To having Walk and Bid Night on the same day
Send vour Props and Drops to rotunda@lonywood.lwc.edu

NEWS & VIEWS
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What Every Teacher Should Know Trigon To Fund Community Health Fracticum
"What every teacher should
know: the National Board certification process" will be discussed
at Longwood College in Hiner
Auditorium on Monday, February
5, at 7 p.m.
This symposium will be led
by Barbara Bannin Kelley,
Longwood Class of 1974 and
chair of the National Board for
Professional Teaching Standards.
All area teachers
are invited. The
symposium is
free and open to
the community.
Barbara
Kelley is an el♦
ementary physical education
teacher
in
Bangor. Maine.
In 1997, she became the first teacher to chair the
National Board for Professional
Teaching Standards, succeeding
founding chair Governor Jim
Hunt of North Carolina.
In 1999, Teacher Magazine
named her one of "ten people who
shaped the decade in American
education." Kelley won a Milken
Family Foundation National Educator Award in 1998.
She is a former Maine
Physical Education Teacher of the
Year and past Maine High School
Coach of the Year. She has served
as vice-president of the Maine
Education Association and on the
board of directors of the National

Education Association. She
graduated magna cum laude from
Longwood College, holds a Master of Education from the University of Maine and a Master of Science in Business from Husson
College in Maine.
About national board certification for teachers, Kelley has
said, "What the board has done is
develop standards for accomplished teachers
to be recognized
with advanced
certification at
the national
level, much like
certification for
physicians."
Candidates for national certification must successfully complete a rigorous assessment process and meet established standards for what "accomplished" teachers should know.
As a student at Longwood,
Kelley was a member of the
symposium's sponsoring organization-Chi. A 100-year-old
Longwood tradition, Chi promotes and maintains loyalty and
respect for the college.
This symposium is one of
several planned by the group to
celebrate Chi's anniversary during
this academic year. Symposiums
will feature members who have
excelled in their chosen careers.

Want to be a Bfr 6f Ming?
IteattoMfi.
Deadline C?e6ruary 2, 2001

Contact Lancaster 134 for information

Trigon Blue Cross Blue
Shield has announced a $ 100,000
grant to Longwood College to
endow a new Practicum in Community Health Education program.
The grant will fund field
experiences in settings such as
schools, nursing homes, health
departments, and community centers for students studying to become community health educators.
In November, Longwood
announced a new bachelor of science degree in community health
education beginning fall 2001.
Community health educators are
needed in health departments,
community organizations, hospitals, government agencies, and
corporations.
Longwood developed the
major in response to prospective
students' interest and expanding
career opportunities.
The U. S. Bureau of Labor
projects that health and allied services occupations, which include
community health education, will
increase by 64.9 percent by 2008.

Longwood is only the second
public Virginia institution to offer an undergraduate major in this
field.
Said Longwood College
President Dr. Patricia Cormier, "I
believe that, in partnership with
Trigon, Longwood College can
make a fundamental difference in
community health education in
Virginia and prepare young professionals who have the skills
necessary to continue that work
effectively once they leave
Longwood College."
She added, "We envision
that the residents of these communities will benefit significantly
from the Trigon Practicum in
Community Health Education as
well as the students who are involved in this level of training. We
are grateful to Trigon for its vision in supporting preventive
health practices in our communities."
The Trigon practica will
help students develop skills necessary to assess individual and
community health needs; plan,
implement and evaluate commu-

nity health education programs;
coordinate provision of services;
help resolve community health
problems; and communicate
needs and resources through both
traditional means and new technologies.
"At Trigon, we recognize
the importance of field experience
as part of a complete education,
and we are extremely pleased to
be able to support this hands-on
community health education for
students at Longwood College,
said Tom Snead, Trigon chairman
and chief executive officer.
"Upon graduation, these
new professionals will contribute
to improvements in public health
all across the commonwealth by
providing health information to
people in their local communities
where care is delivered."
Trigon is Virginia's largest
managed health care company,
providing a broad range of health,
wellness. and health care financing programs and services to two
million members.

A Few Student Health Stats
The Student Health Service
would like to share a summary of
statistics regarding Student
Health encounters which occurred 6-1 -00 through 12-18-00.
(Encounters are recorded by diagnosis or by type of treatment or
service.)
Please note the variety of
college health concerns addressed.
One thousand one hundred
twenty four individual students
were seen for one or more appointments. Two thousand one
hundred fifty one total visits to a
health provider occurred.
One thousand seventeen lab
tests were performed as follows:
Coronary Risk Profiles-389, Strep
Tests-254. Urine Tests-178, Mono
Tests-89, Blood Counts-42, HIV
Tests-47. STD Screenings-43,
and Pregnancy tests-13.
Thirty nine students were
referred to specialists or the emergency department for acute problems such as: kidney stones, fractures, head injury, loss of consciousness, eye pain, chest pain,
or appendicitis.
The most common medical
diagnoses were in the Upper Respiratory System. One thousand
one hundred thirty four diagnoses
included: pharyngitis, acute oti-

tis, sinusitis, bronchitis, asthma,
mono, conjunctivitis, flu, and
pneumonia.
Disorders of the skin are the
second most frequent diagnosis
category seen in Student Health.
Two hundred seven diagnoses included: contact dermititis, skin
infection, folliculitis, boils, otitis

externa, fungal infections, scabies, wound care, suture removal,
bruises, hives, ingrown nails, nail
infection, mouth sores, bums, and
insect stings.
Urinary tract conditions,
including bladder and kidney infections, comprised 12S visits and
are the third most common reason for a student health appointment.

One hundred twelve diagnoses related to sexual health included: STD's, pregnancy counseling, emergency contraception,
menstrual discomfort, Depo
Provera shots, family planning,
and safer sex practice.
One hundred six visits for
musculoskeletal problems included: sprains, various extremity and back injuries, and neck
problems.
Mental health concerns included: depression, anxiety/panic
disorder, stress management, and
eating disorders.
Wellness concerns and prevention are addressed during visits to Student Health and in campus programs. Examples include:
allergy shots-228, TB testing-34,
ear hygiene-5, travel safety-55,
blood pressure-16, self care advice-50, nutrition 3, flu shots539.
A Cold Self Care Clinic
was held in the dining hall and
2000 care kits were dispensed.
The Great American Smoke Out
Table Fairs in November conducted by Student Health Partners
signed up over 130 students to
quit and handed out incentive
packets.

See HEALTH p. 5
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HEALTH cont'd p. 4
Health programs included:
RA emergency training, Breast
Self Exam, Body Art, Alcohol
Risk classes, and meningitis vaccine clinics.
The college physician,
nurse practitioners, and physician
assistant consulted regarding athletic participation. Immunization
records totaling 1200 were reviewed for completeness.
All students receive vital
health/ wellness services whether

they are patients in the student
health service or not. The advisory
group Student Health Partners has
expanded this year and plan to
conduct more surveys and
wellness/table fairs for the Spring
semester.
If you need more information about Student Health Services or would like to make a suggestion, please contact Pam
Higgins (Director) by email
phiggins@longwood.Iwc.edu or
phone 395-2402.

The Rotunda would like to inform our readers of upcoming positions on our editorial board.
Following is a list of positions that will be available
next semester and for which we will begin training
people at the end of February.
Editor-in-Chief: Responsible for all things related to
The Rotunda
Ads Manager: Responsible for gathering and placing
ads on pages, creating ads, and dealing with people and
businesses outside of the newspaper and school
Business Manager: Responsible for maintaining
budget and ordering any supplies needed, plus generally
works closely with Ads Manager
Copy Editor: Responsible for proofing pages before
they are sent to print, occasionaly writing stories, and
editing grammatical errors
General Manager: Responsible for taking the paper to
the printer on Thursday mornings, and picking the
finished product up on Thursday afternoons, plus
keeping the office neat and orderly
If you are interested in any of these positions, please
contact us at rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu or come to
one of our meetings, Monday nights at 9 p.m. in The
Rotunda office, across from the Post Office in the
Student Union.

CHALLENGE
Job Fair

Juniors and
Seniors!

MAJORS!

Internships!

Full-time
positions!
rcfioul companies!

On site
Interviews!

Tues., Feb. 13, 2001
Roanoke, VA
Attend one mandatory meeting on
Mon., Feb. 5, 7 p.m. OR Wed., Feb. 7, 3:30 p.m.
Lankford C Room
For more information stop by the Carver Carter, Lancaster 139

Opportunities in Graduate Studies
STEPHANIE RIGGSBY
Ads/General Manager
On Tuesday, January 30 Dr.
Carolyn Craft met with students
interested in Graduate Studies.
With Drs. Cook, Flanagan,
Frazier, and Taylor in attendance,
Dr. Craft presented the various
topics of graduate studies and the
many questions that come up
when considering further study
after acquiring the undergraduate
degree.
The graduate studies program in English here at
Long wood offers two concentrations: a 30-hour Literature concentration and a 36- hour English
Education and Writing concentration.
According to Dr. Craft,
"half of the people who come into
the masters program [at
Longwood] do not teach, the
other half do."
For teachers, the Masters
program broadens the possibilities of getting hired and also helps
in getting better pay. Getting your
masters degree also helps you set
up for doctorate work and accord-

ing to Dr. Frazier; "there is presently a great need for teachers
with secondary education doctorates."
The masters program also
offers you a way of standing out
from the crowd of degree holding students, as well as personal
development and maturity.
The masters program is
usually no longer than 30 to 39
hours. Dr. Taylor stated that "it's
an OK idea" to get your masters
after you have finished your undergraduate degree, but essentially it depends on how ready you
are, financially, emotionally, and
in terms of knowledge of the subject matter.
If you decide to work before forging ahead with your masters, then you have to play catch
up. You should really talk with
your advisor to make this decision, according to Dr. Cook.
When thinking about funding, Dr. Craft directs you to contact the Financial Aid office,
which is better prepared to answer
such questions.
For teachers looking to get
hired and gel their masters degree,

some schools will offer to help
out. There is also the possibility
of a Graduate Assistantship,
which lasts for two years. Presently, there is only one available,
but according to Dr. Craft, "hope
springs eternal," and there is always the possibility of getting
more.
It is also possible to take
graduate classes as an undergraduate student. You must be a
senior with a "B" average and
only be enrolled in 500 level
courses with the permission of the
Director of Graduate .Studies and
the department chair.
The Director of Graduate
Studies is Dr. Patricia Whiifield
and the department chair of the
English, Philosophy and Modern
Languages is Dr. McRae Amoss.
If you are interested in
graduate studies whether at
Longwood or elsewhere, please
contact the Graduate Studies office at X2707 in the Hull building or Dr. Carolyn Craft at X2162
in the Grainger building. Any
time is a good time to think about
your future and furthering your
education.

Longwood Alumnus to Take the Plunge:
Pat McGee to Play Casino Night/Reception
Erica Bershadsky of Burke, met through a mutual friend, in
Virginia and Kenneth Noe of Fal- November of 1999 and has been
coner, NY have decided to take inseparable ever since.
the plunge of a lifetime at the 9th
The Poiar Plunge on Febannual Polar Plunge at the Vir- ruary 3,2001 the ninth annual Poginia Beach Oceanfront.
lar Plunge Winter Festival will
They will exchange wed- give thousands the chance to take
ding vows on the Polar Plunge a chilling plunge into the Atlanstage and then plunge into the icy tic Ocean to benefit Special
Atlantic with thousands of other Olympics Virginia.
cold but excited polar plungers.
They will be married by
Sidney "Sid" Omen, Marriage
Commissioner, who is famous for
his spot in the Guinness Book of
World Records for being the
Mayor of two cities in two states
- Chesapeake and Elizabeth City.
An Elvis impersonator will
be on hand to serenade the happy
couple. The VIP Casino Night,
where national recording artists:
This year's honorary chairThe Pat McGee Band" will be man is the infamous Rudy Boesch
performing, will act as their wed- from TV's "Survivor." This all
ding reception.
day event starts at 11:00 a.m. and
The Wedding Couple: will be held at 7th and Atlantic
Erica is 24 years old and'a 1998 Ave.
graduate of Longwood College.
The winter festival will inShe is currently working as a clude live music by Virginia's
teacher in Northern Virginia.
own Carbon Leaf and Virginia
Kenneth is 25 years old and Coalition, rides and games, food,
has been in the United States car display, and a $5 hair cut-aArmy since 1994, his MOS is a thon by Hair Cutlery.
12B. He is currently stationed at
The Polar Plunge itself hapFort Belvior. The happy couple pens at 2:30 p.m. - minimum

pledge necessary for the bragging
rights of jumping in the ocean in
February is $50. For all nonplungers entrance to the winter
festival is $5.
Since 1992, the Polar
Plunge has raised over $600,000
for Special Olympics Virginia
with more than 4,000 people taking the plunge!
Come join in the fun individually or as a team of friends,
family or co-workers! Plungers
could win a trip to the Grand
Bahama Island at Bahamia courtesy of Grand Bahama Vacations
and other Polar Plunge paraphernalia!
This event is presented by
Cox Communications and The
Coast 93.7. Major sponsors include SunCom, Net2000 Communications, The BUY.COM Virginia Beach Open, P&G, Mobil.
Mabi Mah's, Ramada Inn on the
Beach, and The Hair Cutlery.
This event promises to provide fun for both the plunger and
those that are not yet brave
enough to jump into the ocean in
February! For more information
call Special Olympics Virginia at
(800) 932-4653, ext. 14, or go to
www.polarplunge.com.
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Friday Saturday Sunday Mom
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
Dance Festival
All That Jazz
with Joe Istre
in Lancer Dance Studio
@ 6:00 - 7:30 p.m.
LP Movie:
The Original Kings
of Comedy
in ABC Rooms
@ 7:30 p.m.
Richmond Renegades
Hockey Game
in Richmond
@ 7:35 p.m.
($6 & own transportation)
call x2138 for details
Cafe Night: featuring
Bill Krauss
@ 10:00 p.m.
,

Admissions
Open House
@ 8:30 a.m. -12:00 p.m.
Community Workshop:
AH That Jazz
4th - 12th grades
cost$l
@ 10:00-11:30 a.m.
College students
workshop from
12:30 - 2:00 p.m. (free)

City Dance Troupe
Workshop
AU That Jazz
in Richmond
(call x2548 for details)
@ 12:00-1:30 p.m.
LP Movie
The Original Kings of
Comedy
in ABC Rooms
@ 8:00 p.m.

Men's Basketball
vs.
Limestone
@ 2:00 p.m.

Marketing
Leadership
Dining Hall S
@ 12:30 p
Resume Wi
in Lancastei
@ 4:00 p.
Challenge Ma
Meetin
in Lankford "C
@ 7:00 p.

Women's Basketball
vs.
Limestone
@ 4:00 p.m.
Cafe Night
Micky Finn
in the Ballroom
@ 10:00 p.m.

Commencemc
in Lankfc
Student Ur
@ 10:30 a.m.-:

-

Richard Shi
Guest Piano
in Wygi
@ 7:30 p.

PAR

PAOE1

lay Tuesday WkdnesdmThursday
i
6th
7th
8th
nt Fair
>rd
lion
5:30 p.m.

Commencement Fair
in Lankford
Student Union
@ 10:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Your
Skills

"Eating Disorders'9
by a Longwood Student
in Dining Hall Annex
12:00- 1:00 p.m.

alonB
an.
iting
-.139
m.
ndatory

g
:" Room
m.
aster:
Recital

a

Interviewing Skills
in Lancaster 139
@ 3:30 p.m.
Women's Basketball
vs.
St Andrews
@ 5:30 p.m.

Challenge Mandatory
Meeting
in Lankford "C" Room
3:30 p.m.

"Getting the Most Out
of Your Membership"
Workshop for club and
organization presidents
and vice presidents
in ABC Rooms
@ 3:45 p.m.
"Program Planning,
Promotion, and
Publicity"
Workshop for clubs and
organizations
in Dining Hall Salon A
@ 5:30 p.m.

Men's Basketball
vs.
St Andrews
@ 7:30 p.m.

m.

Mr* us iN ON Tite «0* MTTAHL*
GOfNG A»QUMD omrus.
If you know of anything from birthdays to
meetings, to off-campus events—anything
under the sun, let us know! Email us:
rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu
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KEVIN'S CQTNer Movie Review: Dracula 2000
KEVIN ROCK
Calendar Editor

Due to the popular responses that I received from running
the 'Deep Thoughts" I have decided to run them again. I
have new ones along with many of the older ones that
you may have seen before...enjoy.
1. If you're bom again would you have two belly-buttons?
2. The mind is like a parachute; it works better when
it's open.
3. When Cheese gets its picture taken what does it say?
4. Why do women wear evening gowns to night clubs?
Shouldn't they be wearing nightgowns?
5. Why do we say something is out of wack? What is
wack?
6. Who decided that "Hot Point" would be a good name
for a refrigerator company?
7. Why do shampoo instructions say "Lather. Rinse.
Repeat?" If you did this would you ever be able to stop?
8. Is it possible to have deja vu and amnesia at the same
time?
9. Why is there one in every crowd?
10. If genetic scientists crossed a chicken and a zebra
would you get a four-legged chicken with its own
barcode?
•
-

Helsing's daughter.
It turns out Van Helsing
Dracula 2000 has all the decided to procreate in his immorpotential to scare the pants out of tality and spawn a child with
you, but it seems to stop short. Dracula blood. So of course,
There was plenty of plot material Dracula is out to find the one who
to keep one occupied, but to me shares his blood.
it wasn't used as well or as often
One of the more interesting
as it should've been.
ideas of the movie was the idea
Here is the basic idea: Van that Dracula was Judas, the beHelsing has captured Dracula and trayer of Jesus. Judas hung himlocked him in a vault. He takes self and became the undead that
Dracula's blood (by means of we now affectionately call
leeches) and injects himself with Dracula.
it so that he can keep himself imThis explained why
mortal. This ensures that he can Dracula hates crosses or anything
guard the captive vampire forever. having to do with Christianity. I
Well, that is until thieves break thought this was a fabulous plot
into the vault and steal the coffin line capable of very interesting
therefore unleashing the wrath of happenings, but nothing else was
Dracula.
really done with it
After collecting a following
It seemed as though Wes
of prom-queen like vampirettes Craven was saying. "Dracula is
(who are VERY annoying), Judas. Just thought that you'd like
Dracula searches for the mysteri- to know." I expected much more
ous girl who ends up being Van to come out of this, but unfortu-

nately I was left hanging.
When I started watching
this movie, I thought that the director had decided to make
Dracula "milleniumalized" and
hip. I was fearing that he'd bust
out a Brittney Spears album or
something. But actually, one of
the only things that was portrayed
was that Dracula blended in perfectly with our society.
He could be as evil as he
wanted to be and it wouldn't matter because we all suck. I didn't
know what to think about that.
Overall, I wasn't disgusted
with the movie. I quite enjoyed
some of it. I just expected more
form a Wes Craven movie than
half-finished plots.
The movie kept my attention just enough. I give all the
credit to Dracula.
Rating: C

This Week in Lancer Productions

It's Spring Semester and
students and professors alike are
getting back into the swing of
things after the oh-so relaxing
winter break.
But it's not just the classthe College Television Network rooms that are re-opening their
in the dining hall.
doors: so is the Lankford Student
One of the more soulful Union.
songs on the CD, "911" shows
Lancer Productions, the
what two great R&B artists of our campus planning organization at
time can produce, both pouring Longwood, has kicked off the semester with many events that
out their voices on the track.
Wyclef acknowledges the drew in large numbers.
music industry's desire for anDue to the blockbuster turnother "Fugees" album, but his solo out, the first event of the semeseffort surpasses that of the Car- ter on January 19 proved to be a
nival and maybe even The Score, hit with the students.
depending on your tastes.
The popular movie. Coyote
Wyclef Jean is definitely Ugly, brought in the largest crowd
one artist who knows how to com- LP has ever seen to a movie with
bine addictive lyrics, special col- approximately 300 students in the
laborations, and pumping beats crowd.
Later that night, comedian/
and roll it into an album to suit
all tastes. Who else would put ventriloquist Taylor Mason enterKenny Rogers and Mary J. Blige tained a smaller crowd with his
on the same CD?
comedic routine and flashy pupSo the neat time you're go- pets.
ing to a party Or even just getting
The following night, Januready to head out onto the road, ary 20, magician Mike Super, alpop in Wyclef Jean's The pcleftic. though performing for a lesser
I guarantee you wont be disap- audience, proved to live up to his
pointed.
nickname "Super Mike."
And since the weekend is
He confused, stunned, and
coming up, here's a quote from bewildered many with his tricky
one of the best tracks "Low In- demonstrations. The already good
come": "To the people who don't show was made even better when
wanna go to work, thank God it's he concluded his performance
Friday!"
with a display of how he "makes
snow" for his deceased mother at
the end of each show, just so the

CD Review: Wpclef Jean's The
Ecleftic-Two Sides to a Book
DAWNKANEHL
Asst. Opinion Editor
It's one o'clock on a beautiful Saturday afternoon, the sun
is out, there's a fabulous breeze,
and you're in (he mood to jam in
your dorm room or perhaps jump
in your ride with the windows
down and blast some bass while
you cruise down the street.
The perfect solution for
your great mood is the equally
great Wy clef Jean's The Eclefic7Wo Sides to a Book.
Various artists contributed
to the success of Ecleftic, includingMary J. Blige, The Rock, and
Earth, Wind, and Fire. Of course,
the award for most unique collaboration goes to Kenny Rogers,
with whom Wyclef teams up on
Kenny Rogers-Pharoahe Mooch
Dub Plate."
And, yes, Wyclef does puli
that one off to make a great hiphop song. Many of the songs are
great party and dance music, including "Thug Angels" and "Perfect Gentleman", a song dedicated to hard-working, disco
dancing women.
Many Longwood students
have probably seen the video for
"911," featuring Mary J. Blige, on

MELISSA GILL
Staff Writer

students would depart the student Renee Zellweger. The movie was
union to find it snowing outside. played a second time that Sunday,
Needless to say, it left many au- January 28.
dience members in a daze.
The next night, Saturday,
Sunday, January 21, turned January 27, Longwood students
out to be another high turnout had the opportunity to participate
event for Lancer Productions. in their very own game show! No,
Co-sponsored by Phi Kappa Tau not Vv7io Wants to be a Millionfraternity, the pay-per-view WWF aire, but Think Fast, a challengRoyal Rumble brought out ap- ing trivia game show that gave
proximately 300 students out of away $200 to die winner.
their dorm rooms to watch the
Emerging as the victor,
highly anticipated event on the Longwood freshman Elena Asban
big screen.
beat out a room full of tough comAlthough there were many petition and took home the cash.
twists and turns and predictable Pictures of the night's actions will
dramatic stunts, die crowd favor- be available for all to see on
ite, Stone-Cold Steve Austin, www.smilepile.com within a
proved to be victorious. Phi week.
Kappa Tau will also co-sponsor
For this weekend. Lancer
Wrestlemania on Sunday, April 1. Productions has planned a few
Although once cancelled activities for students to partake
due to illness last semester, Kerry in. On Friday, February 2, the
Kennedy Cuomo finally made it comedy, The Original Kings of
to Longwood on Monday, Janu- Comedy, will play at 7:30 at the
ary 22, to deliver her speech, Student Union in the ABC rooms.
"How to make a difference in an
The same movie will run on
indifferent world."
Sunday, February 4, at the same
With a packed theater, the time and place.
Jarman event brought in college
Following the Friday
students and townies alike to hear movie, musician Bil Krauss will
the Kennedy attempt to motivate perform at the Cafe at 10 p.m.
others to take a stand against un- Saturday night, the popular camjust laws, such as several immi- pus band, Mickey Finn, will jam
gration clauses in which she in the student union ballroom at
shared a personal story.
10 p.m.
The following friday, the
Make sure to check out
Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority co- these, along with outer upcoming
sponsored the movie Nurse Betty, campus events, brought to the stufeaturing Morgan Freeman, Chris dents by Lancer Productions!
Rock, and Golden Globe winner

—
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Life in General Generally Rocks Movie Review:
PATRICK HOWARD
Staff Writer

Very rarely does a small
school such as Long wood get the
opportunity to have a famous
band grace our presence.
As a school, we were
treated to Jimmy's Chicken Shack
at Oktoberfest, and Pat McGee
last spring. These opportunities
are few and far between.
Last Friday, we got another
chance. Life in General isn't famous in the traditional sense.
There are no television spots, no
hyped up, promoted tours, no glitz
and glamour. There is, however,
an incredible amount of fun and
a great sound.
Life in General is a multitalented duo out of North Carolina. Multi-talented is no exaggeration. Front man Jerry
Chapman took most of the lead
vocals, in addition to playing
three different guitars, a harmonica, and beginning one song
with a toy piano.
Back-up vocalist Jason
LaVassier complemented his
singing with a guitar, drums (a
normal set, and a set of congas),

and a tambourine.
The band tours extensively,
doing approximately 200 shows
per year to promote their five
C.D.'s. They have criss-crossed
the states and Europe, opening for
such acts as Barenaked Ladies,
Dave Matthews, The Wallflowers,
and The All man Brothers.
Their best successes have
come in Australia, where they
have been guest hosts on the Australian version of MTV. "Our favorite show was when we played
an Australian version of
Woodstock" said Lavasseir.
"There were about 20 bands and
a ton of people camping out on
the grass. It was all about fun."
The show itself was amazing. Life in General played to the
crowd like no band I've ever seen.
I was more than a little disappointed with the audience's involvement.
At one point, white doing
the Monkee's classic "Daydream
Believer," Lavassicr attempted to
get the police officers watching
the show involved, which was met
with silence.
Another classic, "Mrs.

Robinson" by Simon and
Garfunkel (anyone who thinks
this song is a Lemonheads original should be shot) found
Chapman allowing the audience
STEPHANIE RIGGSBY
to sing the chorus, and the audiThis is not just a chick flick
Ads/General Manager
ence SCREWED IT UP!! How
boys, how many of you can recan you screw up "Mrs.
What do you get when you call Sandra Bullock in a bikini?
Robinson?" I witnessed a cardi- cross a tough FBI field agent and
And ladies, how many of
nal sin of music at that moment.
a beauty pageant wrought with you missed seeing Detective Rey
Despite these problems, bomb threats and bikinis?
Curtis on Law and Order!
Life in General made the night
You get Miss Congeniality,
Bullock and Bratt are acgreat. They tore through a list of starring Sandra Bullock and Ben- companied by the very witty Sir
their original works, including jamin Bran. Bullock stars as Spe- Michael Caine, who plays the
"Change," a song they wrote and cial Agent Grade Hart, whose tal- very fabulous Victor Melling, a
performed for the movie "Just ents certainly do not include mod- pageant trainer with a few secrets
Right."
eling and the ability to twirl a ba- of his own; Candice Bergen, who
Other crowd favorites were ton.
plays Kathy Morningside, the
the acoustic-heavy "Big Sky,"
After disobeying a direct pageant coordinator with more
"You Ain't Missing Me at All," order in a sting operation. Hart tricks up her sleeve than just hemand "Not Scared of Anything."
finds herself on the outside look- orrhoid cream for wrinkles; WillOverall, I was happy I had ing in at her field office while the iam Shatner, who plays pageant
gone to the show in lieu of another other agents dissect the newest announcer Stan Fields, who's a
night of Long wood's favorite ac- threat sent in by the "Citizen," a little more than quirky; and Ernie
tivity.
terrorist whose latest object of de- Hudson, who plays Head Agent
Anyone who loves a good sire is The Miss United States McDonald, the know it all who's
time and great music, please, if Pageant.
waiting for Gracie to fall flat on
Life in General comes back, skip
The FBI has been tracking her face, which coincidentally
the beer for one night and go him for years and they realize that happens quite often.
watch them. Your ears and your this is the time to get him.
Filled with laughter and exliver will thank you.
The special team led by citement and featuring a
Special Agent Brie Matthews, soundtrack including artists such
played by Benjamin Bratl, de- as Tom Jones ("She's A Lady")
cides on the perfect sting opera- and Salt-n-Pepa ("None of Your
tion: Disguise one of their own Business"), Miss Congeniality is
agents and make them a contes- a movie that will keep you rolltant in the pageant
ing well after you leave the theBut after discovering that ater.
most of the female agents really
The cast is wonderful, the
to remember the dream of UNITY don't fit the bill of a beauty queen, plot is awesome and the music
and EQUALITY among the races their last hope becomes Grade. will keep you dancing. Brave the
and sexes that he fought and die Oracie Hart is transformed into cold aad run. don't walk, to your
New Jersey's own Miss Gracie nearest theater and catch ktiss
for.
However, I have never Lou Frecbush and the story is just Congeniality. I promise }«« won'•
taken part in any "Candlelight beginning.
regret it
Miss Congeniality his
Walk" that quite made an impact
to offer everyone.
Rating: A
on me like the one we held this
—J
semester, because it truly exemplified what M.L.K. stood for.
Special thanks to Betty
Clay, Kathleen Edwards, Karen
Kim-Lian Chen, Terrence Glass,
Tamara Mattox, Steve Donnigan,
Delta Sigma Pi
and Donye Johns because it was
presents
their selflessness and willingness
to help that really lit the way and
not the candles.
They not only showed they
understood the dream, but they
also showed the willingness, sacrifice, and passion necessary to
Tuesday, February 6th
accomplish it.
in Lankford
I would also like to thank
Tau Kappa Epsilon, NPHC, NPC,
N AACP, Phi Kappa Tau. and the
many other individuals who took
time out of their busy schedules
to honor a dream and a hope for
»—Vitiowr
V^aw^
man
an equal and unified future. Thank
you all for your support!

Miss Congeniality

APA Holds Candle Light Walk in
Honor of Martin Luther King, Jr.
JAMIE JACKSON
Guest Writer
As classes began this semester, the brothers of Alpha Phi
Alpha were busily preparing for
the Martin Luther King Jr.
"Candlelight Walk" and program,
at we do every year.
However, this year we were
notified day* before the assembly
that the "Candle Light Walk" was
to start from the new dining hall
instead of the fountain as usual.
This meant that two people
would be required to prepare a
hundred candles in bags and then
lay them out in about two hours.
So, as the day of the
"Candlelight Walk" approached,
we were focused on our objective
because we realized in order to
pull this off, we would need to use
every ounce of time we had
wisely.
As we began to fill the bags
with sand and set the candles in
them, a friend volunteered to help
us.
Then, as we began to set
them up two members of the
NPHC volunteered to help and

two people passing by stopped
and offered their assistance; and
one friend came to help.
Within those seven volunteers was a little of almost every
race and every gender on campus,

Need to buy something for your
VALENTINE?

and because of their help the
"Candlelight Walk" was a success!
The "Candlelight Walk" is
performed as part of a Martin
Luther King Jr. assembly and is
done yearly across the world, by
the men of Alpha Phi Alpha.
This is done first to make
sure that a,great man and fraternity brother is not forgotten, and
secondly, and most importantly.

THE BODY SHOP
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Men's Basketball Hits Bump in the Road; Still Ranked #15
GREG PROUTY
Sports Information

Longwood, ranked #15 in

the NABC/Division II Bulletin
National Top 25, won one of three
CVAC games last week.
The Lancers defeated
Anderson (S.C.) 81-75 at home
Jan. 27 after a pair of narrow disappointing road setbacks at
Mount Olive (N.C.) 72-71 Jan. 25
and at Barton (N.C.) 85-82 Jan.
22.
Longwood, 12-4 overall, 84 in the CVAC, and #3 in the
NCAA Men's Basketball Committee East Region Poll, was
scheduled to play at Lees-McRae
(N.C.) Jan. 29 and at defending
conference champion Pfeiffer
(N.C.) Feb. 1 before returning to
Lancer Hall to host Limestone
(S.C.) Feb. 3 at 2 p.m..
The Lancers continue with
their finest start to a season ever
as a Division II program, are averaging 89.9 points per game,
sport an overall winning margin
of +13.1 per game, and own a rebounding advantage of +8.3.
Longwood has tripled its
entire win total (4-22) from a year
ago with the 12 wins.
Against Anderson, LC rode
a game-high 34 point
effort from junior Jason
Pryor/Hampton Pryor,
with 18 first-half points,
also grabbed a careerhigh nine rebounds
while making 13-20
shots, including 3-6 on
fare-pointers, and 5-6 at
the line with two steals
and an assist.
Longwood led 4443 at halftime in the
closely played game that
witnessed 14 lead
changes and 10 ties
throughout the contest.
Ike last tie was 64-64
19:20 remaining bethe Lancers ran off
fen
unanswered
tits to lead 71-64 at
The Trojans manto close to within
f-73 with 2.-04 left before Pryor
sealed the outcome with 4-4 free
•rows along with a steal and a
hryup over the final 26-seconds
In addition to Pryor's per
formance, 6-9 graduate Virginia
transfer Colin Due harm e/Richaaond posted his 14th doubledouble with 15 points and a game15 rebounds, adding four

assists, three blocks, and a steal.
Juniors'Marques
Cunningham/Danville
and
Hunter Hoggatt/Glen Allen each
contributed 11 points for Longwood. Hoggatt also had five rebounds and three assists, while
sophomore Zech BoyoWirginia
Beach added a career-high four
assists.
The Lancers shot 50% (3162) from the field, including
42% (8-19) on treys.
Anderson, limited to just
41% (32-79) shooting from the
field by LC, got 25 points from
Gary Bailey and 20 points each
from Clay Huggins and Nelson
Joseph — though Huggins was
held scoreless in the second
half by LC.
At Mount Olive, LC
trailed 34-30 at halftime and
fell behind 43-36 with 15:57
remaining before rallying back
to tie the game 45-45 at the
9:39 mark.
LC last led at 51-50 with
7:27 left before the Trojans
forged back in front by as many
as six points three times over the
final 2:07.
Pryor scored 15 points over
the final 4:22 with three treys, including two in the final 5.7-sec-

onds, but it was not enough.
Pryor led Longwood with
a game-high 30 points, tying the
school-record with six threepointers, adding five rebounds
and two steals, while Ducbarme
had 17 points and a game-high 16
rebounds, adding three blocks.
The Lancers shot a seasonlow 34% (20-59) from the field.

Mount Olive, limited to just
39% (27-69) shooting from the
field by LC, got 18 points from
Tyrone Evans.
At Barton, the Lancers and
Bulldogs were tied 35-35 at halftime before LC took a 60-49 lead
with 11:35 remaining.
Barton rallied back to lead
75-72 at the 3:01 mark. A threepointer from Pryor tied the game
at 75-75 with 1:34 left before the

The Lancers are averaging
89.9 ppg., shooting 50% from the
field as a team, and 71% at the
line. LC is limiting opponents to
40% shooting from the field, including 31% on treys.
Ducharme leads Division II
in rebounding and blocks, also
ranking 8th nationally in field
goal percentage and 13th in scoring.
He was named the ECAC
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Photo by Anthony Colucci
Bulldogs took the victory with 1010 free throws over the final 1:20
— finishing 20-22 at the line in
the second half (91%).
Pryor led Longwood with
a game-high 25 points, adding
five rebounds and five assists,
while Ducharme had 17 points,
nine blocks, and five rebounds —
ending his streak of doubledoubles at 12-straight.
Hoggatt finished with 16
points, including four treys, with
three steals and Cunningham had
11 points and three assists.
Barton, limited to just 39%
(28-71) shooting from the field by
LC, got 23 points from JR. Clark.
The Bulldogs won the
game at the free throw line, making 26-33 for 79%.
Through 16 games. Longwood is led in scoring by Pryor
with his team-best 25.4 ppg.,
shooting 53% from the field and
82% at the free throw line. He
also adds 4.7 rpg. and a team-best
27 steals (1.8).
Ducharme follows with a
double-double average of 20.4
ppg. and 15.1 rpg., shooting 64%
from the field and 75% at the line
He adds a new school-record for
season blocks with 65 (4.1) and
44 assists (2.8).
Hoggatt is scoring 13.0
ppg., shooting 86% at the line.
Cunningham is adding 11.4
ppg., with a team-best 3.7 assists
per game.

South Region Player of the Week
for the 3rd-straight time last week.
Pryor ranks 2nd in Division
II scoring, while Hoggatt ranks
13th nationally in free throw percentage (86.7).
Longwood ranks 2nd nationally in rebounding margin,
3rd in field goal percentage, 6th
in scoring, 11th in scoring margin, and 18th in winning percentage.
The two recent losses have
maybe made people forget the
fact that at this time a year ago;
Longwood was struggling along

at 3-13 overall and 1-7 in the
CVAC.
At the current 12-4 overall,
8-4 CVAC records, the Lancers
are enjoying their 2nd-best overall start in the 25-year history of
the program.
The CVAC record of 8-4 is
the first ever above .500 record
in the league since joining the
conference.
LC is also enjoying tremendous fan support this year
with an average home attendance
in Lancer Hall (2692) of 1272
overall — though the attendance
is averaging an amazing 1649
with students on campus.
A year ago, the finest oneseason turnaround in Division II
was a +16-game swing by Missouri Southern State.
Longwood is currently at
a +9-game about-face, and with
10 regular season games to play,
and most-likely at least two conference tournament games — a
possibility of at least 12 more
games — it is highly probable that
the Lancers could win seven or
more of those games to complete
the finest turnaround in Division
II men's basketball this year.
Following the Lees-McRae
and Pfeiffer away contests this
week, Longwood will return
home to Lancer Hall on Feb. 3,
hosting Limestone (S.C.) for a
rare early afternoon 2 p.m. contest to be broadcast on WLCX.
91.3 FM. and WPAK, 1490 AM.
The Limestone game is also
Alumni Day, and for ticket information on the Limestone contest, call 804.395.2429.

Important information for Clubs and Organizations

|Citizen Leader Workshops
Thursday February 8, 2001
l ■ nizen Leader Workshops tor Clubs and Organizations
Thuradajr «/ • at ■ «■■■» in the ABC Rooms. This workshop is
for Presidents and VP. The topic a ■Getting the Most From Your
Membership" How to recruit and retain your members and once you have
them bow to keep them motivated and contributing to your organization
Snacks provided.
The second workshop is nrTbor Jt/B ait IHpiu fen Stolon A The
Topk is "The Value of Co-Cumcular Activities* The pre seam will discuss
the tangible and intangible hrnrfits of campus involvement She will also
talk about utilizing and marketing those skills you developed through your
campus involvement once you graduate. Bring yow dinner to Salon A.
Questions, please contact Susan Sullivan at ext. 2107

A Cltixen Le-ade-r Opportunity not to b*

SPORTS
Angel Johnson Named
Domino's Player of the Week
GREG PROUTY
Sports Information
Longwood
College
women's basketball standout Angel Johnson/CharlottesvilleAlbemarle High School has been
selected as the Longwood/
Domino's 'Player of the Week'
for the period of Jan. 24-30.
The weekly Lancer honorees are chosen by the College's
sports information office.
Johnson, a 5-10 sophomore
guard-forward, led Longwood to

three CVAC wins during the past
week with averages of 21.3 points
and 8.3 rebounds.
She added 11 assists, four
blocks, and three steals as the
Lancers defeated Mount Olive
(N.C.) (69-61) and Lees-McRae
(N.C.) (82-68) on the road, and
Anderson (S.C.) (80-66) at home.
Johnson had a doubledouble in Lancer Hall against the
Trojans with 25 points and 11 rebounds.
Johnson curently leads
Longwood with her 17.8 scoring

average, adding 5.9 rebounds, 2.9
steals, 2.3 assists, and 0.5 blocks.
She is shooting 45% from
the field and 80% at the free throw
line.
Longwood is currently 116 overall, and 10-3 in the CVAC
for a second-place tie within the
conference.
Johnson is also this week's
CVAC Player of the Week.
Angel is the daughter of
Sheila Carr of Charlottesville and
is an elementary education major
at Longwood.

Women's Basketball Take Two
of Three Over the Week
GREG PROUTY
Sports Information
Longwood earned two victories late last week in defeating
Mount OliVe (N.C.) 69-61 January 25 evening and Anderson
(S.C.) 80-66 Saturday afternoon
in women's collegiate basketball.
The two wins came after
being defeated at Barton
(N.C.) 73-62 on January
22.
The Lancers improved their record to 106, 9-3 in the CVAC this
season.
At Mount Olive, LC
won with defense, holding
the Trojans to 29 percent
shooting on the evening
and 0-18 from behind the
arc. The Lancers contributed to Mount Olive's poor
night offensively by blocking seven shots.
Sophomore Angel
Johnson/Albemarle HS led
the Lancers with 20 points
and eight rebounds, while
senior Demietre Price/William Campbell HS recorded nine points and nine
rebounds.
Freshmen Ebony
Smith/Fluvanna County
HS, 12 points and seven rebounds. Erica Marcum/George
Washington (WV) HS, 10 points,
and four steals, and Kanee'
Booth/Woodbridge HS, 11
points, all turned in solid performances for Longwood.
Against Anderson, the
Lancers were up four, 35-31, at
the break and continued to push

the margin wider as the game
wore on.
Longwood was able to establish control inside with strong
a strong performance from it's
front court players. Price,
Johnson, and Booth combined for
54 points and 31 rebounds, which
helped LC outrebound the Trojans
by 14 in the game.

Booth and Johnson each recorded double-doubles, with 27
points and 12 rebounds, and 25
points and 11 rebounds respectively.
Sophomore Tia Richardson/
Centennial (MD) HS contributed
nine points and six rebounds,
while Smith finished with eight

points and seven rebounds.
At Barton, the Lancers
were done in by early foul trouble
and a quick start from the Bulldogs that LC never fully recovered from.
Longwood was not able to
establish its usual advantage on
the boards and was outrebounded
49-35 in the game.
Booth recorded another double-double with
23 points and 10 rebounds
to lead Longwood.
Johnson contributed 17
points and five rebounds,
while freshman Toni
Matkovich/Wheeling Park
(WV) HS had 11 points,
and four rebounds.
The Lancers are led
in scoring this season by
Johnson with a 17.7 points
per game. She is followed
by Matkovich a 14.3 average, and Booth at 13.3.
Booth continues to lead the
team in rebounding with
7.6 per game, and Price follows her with 6.8 a game.
Marcum, averages 3.8 assists a game to lead Longwood.
Longwood
was
scheduled to play at LeesMcRae (N.C.) Monday, before playing at Pfeiffer
(N.C.) at 5:30 p.m. on February
1.
The game can be heard locally on WLCX. 91.3 FM. and
WPAK. 1490 AM.
Longwood's next home
game will be Saturday. February
3, at 4 p.m. versus Limestone
(S.C.) in Lancer Hall.

PACE II
Ok sports fans, here is the schedule for the final home games for
the men s and women's basketball games; so do your part and
come out and cheer on the Lancers
February

Men

Women

3 Limestone (S.C.)
6 St. Andrews (N.C.)
12 Belmont Abbey (N.C.)
17Coker(S.C.)
20 Barton (N.C.)

2:00
7:30
7:30
2:00
7:30

4:00
5:30
5:30
4:00
5:30

77iw schedule does not include CVAC and NCAA tournament.

Pryor Named ECAC
Player of the Week
GREG PROUTY
Sports Information
Longwood College men's
basketball standout Jason Pryor/
Hampton. VA has been named the
Eastern College Athletic Conference (ECAC) Division II South
Player of the Week for January
22-28.
Pryor, a 6-2 junior guard,
averaged 29.7 points and 6.3 rebounds as Longwood won one of
three past Anderson (81-75) with
narrow losses at Barton (85-82)
and at Mount Olive (72-71).
He made 30-56 shots from
the field (54%). including 12-23
three-pointers (52%), and 17-19
free throws (90%), adding 19 re-

bounds (6.3).
Pryor tied a school-record
with six three-pointers at Mount
Olive — scoring 15 points over
the final 4:22 to almost singlehandedly bring LC back for the
win.
He currently leads Longwood, the CVAC, and is 2nd in
NCAA Division U with his 25.6
ppg., adding 4.9 rpg. while shooting 53% from the field, including
47% (35-75) on treys, and 82% at
the free throw line as (he Lancers
are 13-4 for the first time ever as
a Division II program — ranked
#3 in the East Region (January
24).
Pryor has five 30-plus point
games this year.

•OFFICE PHONE #2110
•LP EVENT HOTLINE # 2734
•EMAIL "lancepro"
•IM Screen Name "LPatLWC"
•Meeting time: Mondays,
9:15pm "C" room
If you want to co-sponsor an event,
have suggestions for future events, or
comments on this year's programs
please contact us!
Enjoy the Spring semester!

Freshman Survival Kit
Alpha Lambda Delta would like to welcome you back to campus and wish you the very best in
your classes and activities here at Longwood. The following are some helpful hints you may
want to take into consideration as you begin a new semester.

In a new course...
Each student's attitude is some mixture of the following:
* wanting to learn the material.
* wanting to get a good grade.
* not caring.
Each instructor's attitude is some mixture of the following:
* wanting students to learn the material.
* wanting grades to be fair and reflect students' knowledge and abilities.
* not caring.
In order to do well in a course, it is up to you (the student) to do two things:
1. Learn the material.
2. Learn die instructor.
As for the latter, pay attention in class to the instructor's patterns, to what he/she emphasizes, etc.
Gather information about the instructor from other students. A good instructor, however, will
present their course in such a way that it will be of little benefit for the student to try to learn
him/her, thereby forcing their students to learn the material.

While doing homework...
Keep in mind that your work is being graded by a human being. Thus:
- Write legibly, orderly, and coherently.
• Supply any commentary necessary to make it clear what you are attempting
to do.
Making the grader's job easier will more likely lead to you getting the benefit
of doubt when it's needed.
Don't think that getting the right answer to a homework problem implies that
you have mastered the corresponding material. All you have done is solve one particular
problem; that does not mean you have necessarily learned bow to
solve all such problems (such as the ones to appear on your exams). If s up to you to view
the homework problems from this wider perspective.
If available, always go over the solutions provided by the instructor, even if you
did well on the assignment He/She may demonstrate methods (perhaps more efficient) or
provide useful information that you hadn't thought of.

